
Appendix C-9: Scribe Guidance for ACCESS 2.0 

 

Scribing is the act of recording responses 
on behalf of a student. This process 
happens during test administration, while 
the student is present. 

Responses are scribed into the online test 
platform or a standard test booklet when 
the student receives the Scribe 
accommodation. With this 
accommodation, the student responds to 
test items orally, with gestures or 
pointing, by eye-gazing, or using an AAC 
device. Scribing takes place as the student 
dictates or produces responses, and 
responses are entered verbatim. All 
scribing must be administered individually 
and completed within the testing session. 
This includes any changes the student 
makes to the dictated response. 

In most cases, students receiving the 
scribe accommodation should be 
receiving this service regularly in a 
classroom setting. In rare cases, a scribe 
accommodation might be an appropriate 
response to a temporary disability, such 

as a broken arm or hand. If a student is 
new to the process of scribing during a 
test, practice prior to testing is especially 
important. 

Scribes must: 

 Complete all the training required 
by the state or local education 
agency. 

o Review the Scribing 
Protocol Video. 

 Sign the WIDA Secure Portal Non-
Disclosure and User Agreement. 

 Be proficient in the English 
language 

 Be proficient in typing or be able 
to produce legible written text. 

Ideally, individuals providing the scribe 
accommodation will have experience 
scribing for the student outside of the 
texting context and training will 
provide scribes the opportunity to 
practice and receive immediate direct 
feedback on their scribing practices. 

 
 A student using a scribe must be given the same opportunities to interact with the test. At 

a student’s request, scribes manipulate universal tools such as the notepad, line guide or 
color contrast setting. Scribes provide the same opportunity the student’s peers have to 
process test items and plan responses, which may include writing outlines, plans or drafts. 
 

 At a student’s request, scribes read a dictated response and the student dictates edits. 
Scribes make changes exactly as dictated by the student even if a change is incorrect. 
Scribes must not cue the student to errors when reading the dictated response aloud. 

 

 Students verbally instruct scribes, during or after initial dictation, to capitalize letters and 
include punctuation. For example, a student might say, “Capital S, she only paints with bold 
colors, semicolon, she does not like pastels, period.” Or a student might say, “Could you 
red that last sentence back to me? Ok. Capitalize the first letter of the sentence and add a 
semicolon between ‘colors’ and ‘she.’” 

 
 

https://www.doe.k12.de.us/cms/lib/DE01922744/Centricity/Domain/527/Scribe%20Guidance%20Training.mp4
https://www.doe.k12.de.us/cms/lib/DE01922744/Centricity/Domain/527/Scribe%20Guidance%20Training.mp4
https://portal.wida.us/IDP/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Fconnect%2Fauthorize%2Fcallback%3Fclient_id%3DSecurePortal2%26redirect_uri%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fportal.wida.us%252Fclient%252Fsignin-oidc%26response_type%3Dcode%26scope%3Dopenid%2520profile%2520wida_idp%26state%3D8d45fb269485477f9e52ac7de6115911%26code_challenge%3D6Gr2czwQFiuJLZpe9kHP5-vt4Gcr6XTXak0kUMSAW_0%26code_challenge_method%3DS256%26response_mode%3Dquery
https://portal.wida.us/IDP/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2Fconnect%2Fauthorize%2Fcallback%3Fclient_id%3DSecurePortal2%26redirect_uri%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fportal.wida.us%252Fclient%252Fsignin-oidc%26response_type%3Dcode%26scope%3Dopenid%2520profile%2520wida_idp%26state%3D8d45fb269485477f9e52ac7de6115911%26code_challenge%3D6Gr2czwQFiuJLZpe9kHP5-vt4Gcr6XTXak0kUMSAW_0%26code_challenge_method%3DS256%26response_mode%3Dquery


 The student must spell key words relevant to the content and non-English words the first 
time used. Scribes may remind students to spell these words. For example, scribes may 
ask, “How do you spell ‘pastels’?” or “How do you spell, nino?” Scribes continue to use the 
provided spelling throughout the response and do not need to ask for spelling of grade 
appropriate high frequency words like “the” or “and.” 
 

 Scribes may ask students to slow down or repeat a response. Scribes should not record 
vocalizations such as “um” or “ahh” that accompany a spoken response. 

 

 Scribes may ask, “Are you finished?” or “Is there anything you want to add or delete? 
Scribes must not coach students, influence responses, or suggest that students review 
responses. 

 

 Scribe may answer procedural questions, such as, “Do I have to fill the entire space?” 
Scribes must not confirm answers, prompt students to fix mistakes, or answer content 
questions, such as “What does the word mean?” 

 
 


